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       Success has less to do with what we can get ourselves to do and more
to do with keeping ourselves from doing what we shouldn't. 
~Kenneth Cole

Every day when a man or woman gets dressed, they are in effect
defining who they are. That daily clean slate is a time in our lives when
we can determine who we want to be. 
~Kenneth Cole

The average woman falls in love seven times a year. Only six are with
shoes. 
~Kenneth Cole

You can change an outfit, you can outfit change, or both. 
~Kenneth Cole

How you see the world depends on how you look. 
~Kenneth Cole

What you stand for is more important than what you stand in. 
~Kenneth Cole

Every season, I take the opportunity to convey a much larger message
than just hemlines and trends. 
~Kenneth Cole

Important moments like this are time to reflect. To remind us,
sometimes, that it's not only important what you wear, but it's also
important to be aware. 
~Kenneth Cole

We all walk in different shoes. 
~Kenneth Cole
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Underneath it allYou're naked. 
~Kenneth Cole

Those against same-sex marriage aren't thinking straight (or are they)? 
~Kenneth Cole

People have a whole lot more choices than they've had in the past, and
I have only earned the right to be considered - every day I have to earn
the right to be chosen. 
~Kenneth Cole

In war is it who's right, or who's left? 
~Kenneth Cole

Gay people getting married? Next, they'll be allowed to vote and pay
taxes. 
~Kenneth Cole

I've come to learn that the best time to debate family members is when
they have good in their mouths. 
~Kenneth Cole
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